
CANTORUM DUO VERSION HISTORY 

 

CURRENT RELEASE: 1.0.10 (16/11/2021) 
 

- Bug Fix: corrected the stereo panning of some orchestral voices 

 

RELEASE: 1.0.9 (07/05/2021) 
 

- Bug Fix: when the Crescendo pedal is set as MANI / PED and is not engaged, the Volume remains at 

zero 

 

RELEASE: 1.0.8 (22/03/2021) 
 

- Minor changes for hardware testing 

- Only for service, added the ability to reprogram the FPGA on board (It is necessary to request a 

specific file) 

 

RELEASE: 1.0.7 (12/02/2021) 
 

- Bug Fix: if the instrument is started with a USB pen inserted using a particularly slow pen, the 

message: "PERIPHERALS UPDATE REQUESTED" may appear erroneously, with consequent 

malfunction 

 

RELEASE: 1.0.6 (28/10/2020) 
 

- Bug Fix: In SETTINGS/PEDALS set CRESC/EXPR as M.I/PED, and EXPR CH M.I/PED different from 2.  

Receive CC11 on the set channel, the volume of the pedal board is adjusted but not that of the 

Man.I. If channel 2 is selected it works correctly 

- Bug Fix: Perform a factory reset without first entering the Velo sens page. Switch the instrument off 

and on again: Pedal Velocity = 1 FIX 

 

RELEASE: 1.0.5 (21/09/2020) 
 

- Fixed loss of notes on Midi out when control expression handled as Crescendo was received 

- In Pipe mode the expression control is no longer sent on the midi out when this is handled as a 

Crescendo 

 

RELEASE: 1.0.4 (13/07/2020) 
 

- Fixed expression pedal problem (in the presence of a midi pedalboard) which only adjusts ManI if 

set to ManI / Ped 

- modified the behavior when using pistons to drive an external MIDI sound module. Now when you 

hold down notes and press pistons to call up different MIDI voices, you no longer need to re-key 

the notes 



 

RELEASE: 1.0.3 (23/05/2019) 
 

- Modified DSP EQ filter section with 48-bit (formerly 24-bit) arithmetic to eliminate "bubbling" or 

“grumbling" noise 

 

RELEASE:  1.0.2 (11/04/2019) 
 

- Bug fix: With transpose> 0 if in STYLE / ORCHESTRA you play Piano and Harpsichord alternately, 

after a while the instrument goes into lock 

- Minor changes for hardware testing 

 

 

RELEASE:  1.0.1 (17/12/2018) 

 
- Bug fix: With AP on, from MIDI IN record notes simultaneously on the channel of the Man.II and 

Pedalboard (91 40 - 93 40, 91 41 - 93 41,….). Some notes are recorded hanging on the Pedalboard 

channel. 

- Speed up some display routines 

- New Viscount logo 

- Fixed problem of voices NOT combinable with the pedal board 

 

 

RELEASE: 1.0.0 (18/06/2018) first release  


